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MINIMUM PD SV / PROG

+2.00 to -4.00

SINGLE VISION SPHERE

+2.00 to -3.00

PROGRESSIVE SPHERE

PRESCRIPTION RANGE 
AVAILABILITY

Rx

“What we did with Racing Jacket 
is we took the larger frame and we 
grew the top to give you more field 
of view, that way, you are not looking 
over the top of the frame [when you 
are cycling.]”

STEVE BLICK
       Sports Marketing Manager, US

TESTIMONIALS

SWITCHLOCK

INTERCHANGEABLE 
ICONS

REMOVABLE STRAP

FEATURE

Fastest and easiest lens 
interchange system on the planet.

Allows the wearer to easily  
customize the look of their frames to 
match their personality.

Provides the ultimate security to the 
head, no matter what you are doing.

BENEFIT
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GLACIER / BLACK 
IRIDIUM POLARIZED 
& VR28

POLISHED BLACK /
BLACK IRIDIUM
& G40

WHITE / FIRE IRIDIUM 
& PERSIMMON

MATTE WHITE / 
JADE IRIDIUM  
& CLEAR

SILVER / FIRE IRIDIUM
& PERSIMMON

MATTE BLACK / 
OO RED POLARIZED  
& CLEAR

Adapt and conquer with Oakley SWITCHLOCK™ Technology for fast and 
easy lens changing so you can optimize your vision for the environment. 
RACING JACKET® takes all the clarity, convenience and comfort of  
Oakley JAWBONE™ and cranks up style with icons you can change  
whenever the mood strikes you. And when G-forces strike you, the  
retaining strap makes sure the frame stays put. Two sets of lenses are 
included (one for bright light and one for low light), and you’ll have HIGH 
DEFINITION OPTICS® (HDO®) to go along with the performance comfort 
and protection of ultra-premium sport eyewear.

This is eyewear that craves the chaos of action sports. You’ll want to 
gear up by adding optional lens sets, and we engineered a full collection 
for RACING JACKET®. Take advantage of the glare-cutting performance 
of Oakley HDPolarized lenses. Choose lenses with IRIDIUM® coating for 
precisely balanced light transmission. Get Oakley Photochromic lenses 
that adapt to changing light by darkening automatically. You can even 
get Oakley Authentic Prescription Lenses with a wide range of options.
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